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8.2.28 Lighthouse Technology Solutions 

Lighthouse Spectra 

Spectra is Lighthouse’s powerful cloud-based, user-driven information retrieval, 
analysis and management platform or eDiscovery and compliance teams. Spectra is 
ideal for internal investigations and smaller matters where in-house experts are self-
sufficient and want access to industry-best tools and capabilities and expert resources 
available to support and supplement them, as needed. Combining Lighthouse’s 
innovative technology with the processing power of Nuix, the document review 
capabilities of Relativity, and the imaging finesse of Ipro, Spectra delivers a powerful, 
scalable, and user-friendly experience. Spectra is deployed in the cloud, providing a 
scalable, highly available, and secure environment for mission-critical operations. 

Lighthouse SmartSeries 

Lighthouse SmartSeries is a proprietary suite of technologies and customized 
workflows designed to reduce your overall eDiscovery cost, risk, and review time, while 
improving your review team’s consistency. They are optimized for Relativity so 
reviewing attorneys can work efficiently in a familiar environment. Now that’s smart. 
ChatSmart 

ChatSmart sets the SmartSeries apart with its unique ability to provide rapid, efficient, 
and complete review of chat data in many formats, from multiple sources. It combines 
unmatched innovation, and deep understanding of the particular challenges 
associated with chat messaging to deliver the only solution you will want to rely on for 
review of instant message, cell phone, and chat communications. 

RedactSmart 

RedactSmart enhances the SmartSeries by increasing the speed and consistency with 
which redactions are applied, using programmable pattern recognition to complete 
hundreds of redactions in minutes. 

ReviewSmart  

ReviewSmart rounds out the SmartSeries by providing the rapid and efficient 
disposition of duplicate documents that survive initial family-level deduplication. 
ReviewSmart analyses a user-defined data set, identifies all document-level duplicates 
within, and bundles them into unique groups, allowing a single document from each 
duplicate group to be reviewed and redacted with this coding propagated to its 
duplicates. Importantly, ReviewSmart can then analyze these duplicates and their 
families to identify and alert the user to coding inconsistencies that may require 
attention. 
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